Gisela Weimann

Selected exhibitions, performances, participation in
projects and symposia 2018
21 November - 1 December, Prague/Czechia

„Looking back while going forward“
Multimedia exhibition and concert at Villa P651
in cooperation with NEIRO, Association for Expanding Arts
Image: installation view, 2nd salon
https://www.facebook.com/events/246538946013633/?active_tab=
discussion

15 November, ''Pea(ce Soup'' // Official publication //
WomenCinemakers Biennale 2018

>https://issuu.com/women_cine_makers/docs/special.edition/4<
Interview by Francis L. Quettier and Dora S. Tennet
Image: performance of „Pea(ce Soup“, by Pauline Oliveros, the
second dish from my ‘Kitchen Symphony’, at the Labirynt Festival
in Slubice/Poland, screenshot from the video

5 - 9 November, Screening of the Media Workshop at
Cinema Central Berlin
Presentation of my video sketch „Pauline Oliveros in Berlin“
from 2016; https://vimeo.com/user5695583
Image: „Pauline Oliveros playing her electronic accordeon“,
screenshot from the video

26 October - 15 November, BIAMT, Timişoara/Romania
International Miniature Biennal
Image: „Ghost Günter in my studio“, manipulated digital photo
on fine art archival paper, 10 x 10 cm, 2018

4 - 28 October, „The Sky above Berlin“, a project by
GEDOK-Berlin within EMOP 2018
Image:„The divided sky in front of my window“,
negative film on watercolour and collage, 60 x 50 cm, 2018

13 September - 7 October, Leoš Janáček-Memorial,
Brno/Czechia

„North South East West“, an ongoing cooperative project with
Cristina Ataíde/Lisbon, Angiola Bonanni/Madrid, Marie Fillipovová/Brno,
Gisela Weimann/Berlin, that started 2016 in Morocco.
Image: „Dreaming in Janáček’s garden“

24, 25, 26 August in Berlin-Wannsee

„Art Lovers open their gardens“, 20 sculptors and installation
artists present their work. A yearly initiative by Regina Roskoden.
Image: clip from the invitation for the temporary transformation
of our Roman-Berlin group at the beautiful garden of Dr. Löser

8 - 15 July, symposium and exhition, Oxford/England

An international exchange, organized by art in situ and aquarium
compagnie with the participation of:

Emil Dobriban
Isabelle Faccini
Annegret Heinl
Catherine Herbertz
Brigitte Kohl
Andor Kömives
Myriam Librach
Claudine Romy
Van Breest-Smallenberg

Diana Bell
Mohamed Bushara
Marie Darkins
Belinda Ellis
Helen Ganly
Patrick Jetta
Betsy Tyler Bell
Sarah Wenden
Gisela Weimann

A double exhibition in celebration of
30 years of City Partnership Berlin–Madrid

„Above All The Stars–Sobre Todo Las Estrellas“
5 May - 16 June in Berlin at galerie futura,
curated by Katharina Koch
25 May - 21 June in Madrid at brita prinz arte,
curated by Brita Prinz
Image: „auf und davon“, photo collage, 37,5 x 26 cm, 2018

„I am very pleased that I can take over the introduction
to the Madrid part of Gisela Weimann’s exhibition
‘Above All The Stars–Sobre Todo Las Estrellas’. After
a beautiful opening of the Berlin part of the exhibition
in my gallery alpha nova & galerie futura three weeks
ago, which was wonderfully introduced by Brita Prinz,
I would now like to say a few words about the work
groups exhibited there and here and their connections. The 30-year partnership between Berlin and Madrid forms the framework for the parallel exhibitions...
For decades, the Berlin-based artist Gisela Weimann
has maintained her personal and artistic connections
and networks in Madrid. They reach back to the
1990s, when she was a DAAD guest lecturer at the
Art Faculty of the Universidad Complutense, worked
with Brita Prinz for a photo exhibition and, above all,
began the long-standing exchange with the Romanian artist Andor Kömives... This resulted in the cooperative project ‘Fragments of the Other’, where the
artists gave each other sketches and remnants from
the work table to the free design of their own collages... A selection from the original works and an extended video animation with all collages can be seen
in both exhibitions. The selection in Madrid shows primarily the works that were created during the two artists'
stay in Spain. The dialogical principle in Gisela Weimann's
works is also evident in the recurring combination of various forms of artistic expression such as images, poetry,
text, music and dance, for which the artist uses drawing, collage, photography, videos and extensive installations...
Gisela Weimann is dealing with impermanence and
time in life as well as in her own artistic process. This
concern always accompanies her artistic work and
is realised sometimes in the form of biographical and

artistic reviews and sometimes in poetic diary notes.
In the Berlin part of the exhibition, excerpts from her
texts became a connecting element of the works
shown...
The mirror as a theme appears in various facets in
Gisela Weimann's works. It stands for both inner
and outer reflection: one's own way of life, death
and impermanence, personal memories, often intertwined with reactions to the startling world events,
discardings and social upheavals. For these, the artist
creates aesthetic and poetic comments. They defy
their actual difficult subject and always counter this
with a dash of humor and irony...
The search and preoccupation with the unearthly
materializes in particular in Gisela Weimann's eponymous body of work ‘Above all the stars’. Created as a
series since 2005, the artist lets us completely immerse
ourselves in detailed universes. The multi-layered,
colorful, explosive works on paper oscillate between
the collage and the picturesque... Gisela Weimann
creates her own universe, which undermines rational
perspectives, makes perception multidimensional
and broadens the horizon for the fantastic. She has
freed herself from her everyday life, her earthly environment and has expanded her spatial boundaries
to infinity. As an unearthly traveler, she ultimately
portrays herself as Hermes, as an messenger with
feather-decorated shoes and a case filled with feathers, who judges the real from a distance, reassesses
reality and at the same time builds a bridge there.
The photo collage ‘I Come In Peace’ shown here,
part of a triptych entitled ‘New Space Tours’, testify
to this... As an outcome from this double exhibition,
galerie futura and bita prinz arte will cooperate in the
future.“
Excerpt from Katharina Koch’s opening speech

„Worlds behind worlds-1“, multi-layered collage, watercolour, crayon, 29,7 x 21 cm, 2013

